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                 Smartwatches Grow Up  
 The Apple Watch has real competition in Android Wear 2.0 
 making its debut in new LG watches, and in Samsung’s 
 Gear S3; Geoffrey Fowler reviews.  
  
 By  
 Geoffrey A. Fowler  
 Updated Feb. 8 , 2017 12:10 p.m. ET  
 If the nerds from “The Big Bang Theory” designed consumer electronics, no doubt they’d have 
 invented the smartwatch. Need to store spaceship blueprints and also order a pizza? How about a 
 wrist -top computer!  
 For the rest of us, though, the smartwatch has been a hammer without a nail, a tinier -screen 
 replacement f or the phone that’s already grafted to our hands. But as it turns three, the 
 smartwatch is evolving to be more useful. How? By becoming, well, a watch — something you’d 
 rarely use for more than a second at a time.  
 Keeping track of your day and your body at a glance is finally possible on watches running 
 Google’s Android Wear. After taking a beating in the marketplace, the wearable version of the 
 popular phone software is debuting a streamlined version 2.0 this week on two new watches 
 from LG, starting at $250 . That follows Samsung ’s homegrown $300 Gear S3, a smartwatch 
 with a clever way to make the most of the fact that normal watches are round: Its face is a 
 spinning dial.  
 With these reinventions, at last there are smartwatches that Android people might want to buy. 
 I’ve been testing two on each arm. The Apple Watch is still more refined, but the Sams ung and 
 my favorite of this new set — LG’s $350 Watch Sport — amp up the competition, with cellular 
 service to keep you connected even when you aren’t near your phone.  
 Does that mean smartwatches are ready for the mainstream? No. You still have to be keen on 
 staying conn ected or staying fit — and willing to strap on some chunky wrist gear. But it’s a 
 hopeful sign that Google and Samsung, not to mention Apple, are learning that a useful 
 smartwatch actually demands less of our attention, not more.  Samsung’s Gear S3, which runs the Tizen operating system, also has LTE cellular networking for phone -free use.  
 Photo: Emily Prapuolenis/The Wall Street Journal  
 No smartwatch has been fantastic at valuing time: Apple is only starting to get it right on its 
 third -generation software. But the first Android Wear was the worst. The watch face was usually 
 obscured by notification cards that made it hard t o even tell the time. Worse, these cards were 
 usually unhelpful unless you swiped for more. They’d say: Something is happening on 
 Facebook! Or: Somebody whose name doesn’t fully fit the screen emailed you about something! 
 I called it the annoying little brother of operating systems.  
 Android Wear 2.0 is much more like the latest Apple Watch software. The card obstructions are 
 gone, and the watch face itsel f is now much more useful. Not only can you choose from many 
 stylish faces, but you also can pick up to eight snippets of information you’d like to have a 
 permanent home next to the hour and minute hands. That could include a reminder of your next 
 appointm ent, or a warning that it’s raining or — egad — that you haven’t eve n taken 2,000 steps 
 today. These data points are called complications, but they make your life simpler.  
  The LG’s $250 Watch Style, at bottom, is slimmer than the $350 Watch Sport because it lacks LTE cellular 
 connectivity and a heart -rate monit or. Photo: Emily Prapuolenis/The Wall Street Journal  
 There’s a genie in the bottle, too: Holding a button on the side of the new LG watches quickly 
 summons Google’s talking Assistant, which is at least as good as Apple’s Siri in the automated 
 helper game. Where Android Wear 2.0 falls short of Apple Watch is fitness. An overhaul to Google’s Fit 
 software improves how you track exercise (including even weightlifting reps now), but doesn’t 
 help as much day to day with things like standing reminders or sleep tr acking. It also doesn’t 
 make the data as glance -friendly as Apple’s three health rings.  
 But the great thing about Android Wear is that it’s open, so others beyond Google can make 
 better faces and complications and workout apps, and watchmakers can build it into different 
 hardware. The new software will be available soon even on older watches from Casio , Fossil, 
 Michael Kors, Motorola , TAG Heuer and others.  
 On the other wrist, Samsung’s Gear S3 doesn’t use Android, but rather an alternative software 
 option called Tizen, and it has some of the glance -able design philosophy. You choose watch 
 faces and complications, many clearer than the current Android Wear choi ces. 
  The Samsung Gear S3, at right, and the Apple Watch Series 2, left, both have colorful app icons; the Samsung’s 
 bezel spins for easy se lection. Photo: Emily Prapuolenis/The Wall Street Journal  
 What’s different is how you navigate the rest of the watch: Instead of swiping the screen or 
 twisting a little button, you spin the entire watch bezel to access widgets, apps or contacts. While 
 nov el, it makes the wrong assumption that I want to mess around with those things on a tiny 
 watch screen in the first place.  
 Samsung’s S Health tracking software does a decent job of making your activity easy to digest 
 and reminding you to get up and go. But because it doesn’t use Android, it doesn’t have many 
 third -party app complications — no way to quickly reply to a Gmail, for example. And I missed 
 Google Assistant most of all: Instead, you get Samsung’s creaking S Voice, which is less capable 
 than even Siri . (I am hopeful Samsung will do something interesting soon with Viv, a voice 
 assistant startup it bought last year .) 
 What’s most likely to make Apple Watch owners jealous, though, is the built -in LTE cellular 
 service on the LG Watch Sport and Samsung Gear S3. When your phone is close by, the watches 
 can draw their internet access from it. But when you’re away from the phone — running, or out for an evening wearing your skinniest jeans — they act like stand -alone phones, receiving calls, 
 texts, app alerts and more. My favorite use so far: On the Gear S3, you can stream from Spotify 
 directly to the watch, and then onto your favorite earbuds.  
  
 These cellular activities can be a serio us drain on the battery. On some days when I went for a 
 run, the LG Watch struggled to make it through the day; the Samsung fared better.  
 The dream of Dick Tracy’s talking watch is a step closer to reality. Smartwatches may be on the 
 verge of getting new, unimagined uses. But with great connectivity comes great responsibility. 
 With so much data heading straight to the watch, I fear tech companies will revert to building 
 things that demand our attention, rather than stick to their newfound skill of making s ure our 
 time is well spent.  
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                Simply post your question and get it answered by professional tutor within 30 minutes. It's as simple as that!
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                We've got thousands of tutors in different areas of study who are willing to help you with any kind of academic assignment, be it a math homework or an article. 
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